
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MĀURI OHO Who is eligible to Vote on the resolutions? 

 Members of the Waitahaiwi can vote on the resolution for the Raupatu Trust at the hui-a-iwi 
Registered members of TeKapu O Waitaha will vote by postal ballot to the special resolutions of the 
Trust 

NGA HUA Ō WAITAHA KIA MAU What is the benefit of these resolutions? 

Our Trusts seek to save costs by “winding up the Raupatu Trust” administration and Board, 
transferring the Raupatu Trust Funds and to transfer the Hakaraia Endowment held by the PSGE into 
the proposed Waitaha Charitable Trust of the PSGE to be more tax efficient, and less $$ wasting 

TE ŌHANGA Ō WAITAHA Does the proposed amended Charter affect the 
setting up of the Holding Company? 

The amendment to the Charter will allow the PSGE to set up the Holding Co once we are assured of 
our  accountabilities in that our Commercial Investment decisions can CLEARLY  demonstrate the 
achievement of  maximum return, with the least riskand also take into account the social, cultural, 
and environmental long term sustainability goals for Waitaha 

TE MANAWANUI Ō WAITAHA Do these resolutions impart from the original 
purposes to any of the Endowment Funds? 

The proposed and amended Charter states that the transferring of the Endowment funds from the 
Raupatu Trust MUST be used for the same intended purposes as originated through the Claim 
process. The proposed Waitaha Charitable Trust under the PSGE structure will therefore meet those 
requirements 

MANA WHAKAHAERE Does the amended Charter maintain the 
approval process for the beneficiaries to pass the 
Investment and Distribution Policies for the 
Hakaraia Endowment Fund? 

The resolutions being proposed by TeKapu O Waitaha require that no grants be made until such time 
as the Waitaha beneficiaries approve the Investment and Distribution Policies at an AGM in 
accordance with the proposed and amended Charter  

TE PUNA KŌRERO Ō WAITAHA Where can I get more information from on these 
matters? 

The amended Charter along with all other information can be sourced at www.waitaha-iwi.org.nz 
We will be holding 2 Info Hui on the 10th, and 15th of April at Hei Marae commencing 6.00pm 
People can also call us on 07 573 5314 to clarify any information or questions you might have 
You can Register with Te Kapu O Waitaha by downloading a registration form our website, or call us. 

“He waka eke noa” 
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